
Sea world
There's Dolphins there that are trained to jump.
There's a lot of entertainment.
And there's a booth that sells a lot  of dolphin stuff.
We choosed to go there because we could see 
Dolphins



Tower of Disney land
It has really cool  fireworks.
There are Disney characters that come out at night
You can eat with Cinderella.
You can have night of your dreams.
We choosed go there for the fireworks.



Kennedy  space center  
It was created July 1 1962.
There are 13'100  in 2011.
The shuddle  launch experience was great.
It's open 9 am to 5 pm.
We choosed to go there because of the space stuff.



Elvis gravestone
We choosed  to go there so we could see when Elvis 
was born etc.

It's shows when Elvis died.
It shows when Elvis was born too.
It is a very beautiful grave stone.



Ever glades national park
It is located in Florida.
There are more than 300 different kind of birds live 
there.
Many waterways flow through the flat land of the 
Everglades.
The park looks very peaceful now.we choosed to go 
there because there's a park there.



Musical Memphis
It's called Memphis because that's the street its on,
It is located in Memphis Tennessee,
There are beautiful boats there on the lake.
At music Memphis slaves would sometimes sing about 
there sorrows. We choosed to go there because there's 
boats.

 



Disney  World
We choosed to come here because there are fun rides 
there. 
It is located in Orlando.      
It was created in October 1  1971
Hope you enjoy the fun memories at Disney world.
 



Universal studios.
We  choosed to go there because it has a lot of movies 
there.
It has a lot of the popular movies.
A lot of people go there so much.
It is a very nice quality movie program.



.
The French quarter.
It is located in the Orleans.
It is ear the mouth of the Mississippi River.
New Orleans is alps the birthplace of of jazz.
We choosed to go here because it is near duck dynasty.


